
Four Strategic Ways to 
Maintain Momentum 
Through Disruption

2020 CONTINGENCY
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COVID-I9 is Changing How We Work

Rapid change and disruption

Large collaborative events Dispersed, isolated work

Frictionless travel Significant movement restriction

In-field sales teams Limited F2F contact

Ways of work we knew well

IN JUST A FEW WEEKS, WE’VE MOVED FROM
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Virtual Velocity 
Sessions

Live co-work sessions rapidly fuel 
ideas and alignment. Retool them 
for a non-travel era with facilitation 

and tools created specifically to 
optimize virtual workshops and 

meetings.

OCX
Amplification

An increasing number of field 
teams are reducing or eliminating 

F2F calls. Maintain reach and 
frequency with critical customers 
through more consistent, strategic 

digital and contact center 
communications.

Think Bank 
Answers

Disruption is fueling lots of new 
questions about the best 

commercial strategies for the 
moment and the years ahead. 
Wrap a team of experts and 

evidence around your organization 
to rapidly prioritize new ways.

Skill Builder 
Boosts

Earning customer attention and 
behavior change may be harder 
than ever. Empower teams and 

employees with quick-start trainings 
on stakeholder engagement and 

behavioral science.

Four Rapid Response Approaches To Maintain Business Momentum

New Levers for Leaders

1 2 3 4



Virtual Velocity 
Sessions
Live co-work sessions rapidly fuel ideas and 
alignment. Retool them for a non-travel era 
with facilitation and tools created specifically 
to optimize virtual workshops and meetings.
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Don’t Reschedule Important Collaborations; Retool Them

The ability to connect and collaborate digitally has never 
been more critical than at this moment.

Achieving success in the current global context now hinges 
on “the virtual meeting” – the most important method for 
teams to stay connected, troubleshoot, and drive results. 

Our teams have worked with large and small pharma 
leaders over the last two years to identify and hone the best 
approaches to digital (live and asynchronous) collaboration 
methods. Our Virtual Velocity Sessions use the right mix of 
those tools to help quickly reach your goals.

Virtual whiteboarding 
with upvoting

Online evidence and 
inspiration sorting

Facilitators trained in 
remote engagement

Real-time synthesis 
of discussions

Quick polls 
and surveys

New Toolset

To earn engagement, fuel prioritization and ensure alignment

VIRTUAL VELOCITY SESSIONS

A

B

C
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Ad Hoc
Quickly overcome physical 
working constraints

• Live in 24 hours
• Up to 12 members
• Asynchronous collaboration from 

geographically-dispersed teams

Deep Dive
Topic Immersion + hypothesis 
generation on a challenge

• Live in 3-5 business days
• Up to 20 members
• Real-time insights from a panel 

of experts in Innovation, Trends, 
Digital Experience, Patient/
Caregiver & Behavioral Science

Co-Create
Surface and prioritize 
big new ideas

• Live in 2 – 3 weeks
• Tailored session for up to 30 

members
• Dynamic content (e.g., 

asynchronous pre-work, video 
lightning talks, journey and friction 
exercises, digital workbooks)

Quick Start Menu 
VIRTUAL VELOCITY SESSIONS

Real-time insights & read-out Read-out Report in 1-2 weeks Read-out Report in 2-3 weeks



OCX Amplification
An increasing number of field teams are 
reducing or eliminating F2F calls. Maintain 
reach and frequency with critical customers 
through more consistent, strategic digital and 
contact center communications.

7
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• Most use cases automated
• More time for relationships
• Increased reach and frequency

Rep use cases Current model

• All delivered face-to-face
• Low-impact/laborious tasks
• Low cost efficiency

Providing updates, 
new info, event invites

Relationship building

Collaborative problem-solving

Product/clinical data Q&A

Ad hoc services requests

Product detailing

Response modelPast model

• Some via email/online
• Less time on minor tasks
• Improved cost efficiency

Automated

Automated 
and remote

Hardest to
automate

Easiest to
automate

Reimagining Roles

As field teams respond to increased pressure for social distancing, a new mix of media 
and remote contact is needed to continue to support practices and business lines:

OCX AMPLIFICATION

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face
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The new mix actively responds to contractions in the F2F channel

Replacing them with new audiences, new tools and more automation

OCX AMPLIFICATION

Call 
Plan

Assess the impact of 
diminished access. 

Extend the list of targets 
to make up for lost reach 
and frequency:
1. In-territory, lower decile 

providers
2. White-space providers to 

engage with non-
personal channels

Deploy Direct Digital (email, 1:1 display) to augment 
reach, drive brand familiarity through frequency, and 
brand knowledge through online HCP assets.

Where patients around HCPs through geotargeted 
digital channels  to drive demand and initiate 
conversations with providers

Create a plan to maintain 
total reach and frequency 
targets by activating 
alternative channels.

Activate eDetailing and 
self-scheduling capability

Evaluate each channel’s 
contribution and optimize 
the mix to drive efficiencyRedeploy resources towards 

contact center engagements

eDetails

Rep 
Details

Contact 
Centers

Direct 
Digital

HCP 
Assets

Patient 
Activators

Integrated 
Analytics

COVID-19 Response Model

Current Model
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New Tools For Teams Going Remote
For field teams that are moving into remote work environments, Detail+ can ensure they have all the tools needed to amplify 
voice or video interactions with a consistent flow of person-level relevant content and experience.

OCX AMPLIFICATION

How It Helps
Detail+ maximizes the impact of 
shortened, remote detail duration with 
personalized content before and after 
HCP encounters.

How It Works
Based on advanced HCP 
segmentation, reps select from the 
most relevant messaging options to 
prime and reinforce the encounter.

How It’s Powered
Detail+ is enabled by Syneos PLEX, 
our proprietary platform for delivering 
Person-Level Experiences.

How It’s Built
The comprehensive library of digital 
assets is based on brand parameters 
and advanced HCP segmentation to 
further enable reps to tailor content 
based on 1:1 feedback signals.

Prime ReinforceDetail

Before After

v1 v2 v3 v4

v5 v6 v7 v8

v9 v10 v11 v12
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For the cost of one incremental detail per HCP we can reach 
that HCP 3,000 times digitally over the course of the year.

Using experimental design techniques applied to media we can determine the 
ideal budget allocation between personal and non-personal to maximize sales.

OCX AMPLIFICATION
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Message Resonance In A Time Of Crisis

MSSG 1

MSSG 3

MSSG 2

MSSG 7

MSSG 9

MSSG 8

MSSG 4

MSSG 6

MSSG 5

In a time of crisis, previously-successful 
messages may not be as resonant as 
they once were. OCX Amplification can 
quick start with those existing messages 
and then leverage behavioral scientists 
and media feedback loops to create a 
matrix of right-now-relevant message 
possibilities that will continue to make 
digital channels more and more effective.



Think Bank Answers
Disruption is fueling lots of new questions 
about the best commercial strategies for the 
moment and the years ahead. Wrap a team 
of experts and evidence around your 
organization to rapidly prioritize new ways.

13
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Meet Think Bank

We’ve all had this moment: an incredible opportunity to change lives or impact 
markets presents itself, but the resources to achieve it seem much more elusive. 
Limits on time, access to talent and depth of experience can leave a team 
struggling to identify the right path forward. 

Think Bank is an agile way to answer those complex 
questions. It helps teams quickly interrogate existing 
research, pull forward powerful analogues and trends, 
and uncover the changing expectations of stakeholders. 
Think Bank is a fast-moving workstream that starts with a rapid learning cycle and 
quickly moves in a co-creation environment that lets teams identify new ways and 
prioritize next steps.

BY THE NUMBERS

6 – 10 weeks from 
challenge to prioritized 

strategic solution

5 - 20 specialist experts 
who work on the 

frontlines of healthcare

1 incredibly powerful 
co-creation event

THINK BANK ANSWERS

14
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Evidence For Change; Platform for Creativity

Think Bank starts with a rapid learning cycle designed to quickly gather the experience of both experts and industries. 
We bring all the most actionable evidence and clues from that learning into a truly collaborative virtual workshop. One 
designed to not only build the best ideas, but foster and fuel the strongest alignment.

Collect evidence
Engage experts

Build hypotheses 
Prioritize analogues

CONFIDENCE

Critical stakeholders
Outside experts

Inspiring exercises
Prioritization tools

COMMITMENT

CO-CREATIONis partRAPID LEARNING

THINK BANK ANSWERS
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Think Bank has recently answered questions like these:

What’s yours?

Who are our future clinical 
trial participants? How do we 

engage them differently? 

What are the most 
meaningful patient support 

systems to build and 
optimize?

How can we overcome “the 
man-made health crisis” of 

vaccine hesitancy?

How do we earn site or 
practice preference in an 

incredibly crowded market 
(where we don’t have a lot of 

history)? 

What’s the most compelling 
evidence in this fast-

changing global landscape? 
How will adaptive design 

and RWE will fuel it?

How do I make this patient 
need tangible and urgent for 

physicians?

How can I better engage 
community oncologists?

How can I decrease drop-off 
between the prescription 

and first fill?

How can we fundamentally 
change how doctors and 

systems treat this disease? 
How can our new evidence 
open a new conversation? 

What would make my sales 
leadership act more 
entrepreneurially? 

What is the future of medical 
affairs? What should we do 
this year to get ready for it?

How should we plan for a 
complex loss-of-exclusivity 

event?

THINK BANK ANSWERS



Skill Builder Boosts
Earning customer attention and behavior 
change may be harder than ever. Empower 
teams and employees with quick-start 
trainings on stakeholder engagement and 
behavioral science.

17
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Training the New Experts

As all our teams begin to work more remotely from our 
partners and stakeholders, understanding how people are 
wired  becomes even more essential to help us breakdown 
the barriers of both geography and the new stresses of 
managing through a pandemic. 

Our Behavioral Principles of Engagement 
programs teach people some of the 
simple science behind human behavior 
and show them how to leverage it for 
better relationships and results in this 
complex time.

TEAM BASICS
This interactive workshop starts with a curated set of two to four principles of 
human behavior that are most relevant to your team’s work and includes 
exercises helping the team identify ways to use them in everyday 
interactions. 

MANAGER HUMAN ESSENTIALS
This two-part program starts with showing managers the four biggest 
employee behavioral barriers we’re likely to face during this crisis. Each is 
unpacked to demonstrate the underlying human needs and spark ideation 
and discussion. The program goal is to drive to an action plan to both keep 
employees engaged and guide manager strategies.

FIELD TEAM CREDENTIALS
This flexible program can be executed as short coaching sessions or two 
half-day programs. It shows field teams the underlying reasons doctors and 
patients resist change and helps them build approaches and strategies to 
not only overcome, but flip that resistance to motivation and resilience. 

SKILL BUILDER BOOSTS

1

2

3
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Each of these programs is run by top 
industry experts on employee 
engagement along with the team who 
wrote Why We Resist, a 5-star reviewed 
perspective on how understanding the 
“why” of human behavior can reduce 
friction and speed change.

Expert Lens



Nothing about the next 
months will be easy.

Let’s fuel this new world 
of work together.

Contact:
Leigh Householder, Managing Director, Innovation
leigh.householder@syneoshealth.com
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